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https://screenlane.com/post/ios/shar
e-the-meal/

Cards

Fruit Type
Instead of images for the 
fruits we could use icons

I like this style but it may 
be too playful for the 
customers

https://screenlane.com/post/ios/share-the-meal/
https://screenlane.com/post/ios/share-the-meal/


https://screenlane.com/post/ios/bring/

Cards

https://pttrns.com/applications/568

Fruit Type
I like the idea of the icons in 
white with a colored 
background in the first image 
(though the design is not very 
nice)

Styling of second image is too 
detailed but I like the two color 
approach (white icon, 
background color). 

https://screenlane.com/post/ios/bring/
https://pttrns.com/applications/568


Cards

https://screenlane.com/screen/feedl
y-web-app-f4c/

Another idea is to have the 
logo of the supplier as a visual 
instead of the icon of the fruit.

I used this for the wireframe 
you’ll see 

https://screenlane.com/screen/feedly-web-app-f4c/
https://screenlane.com/screen/feedly-web-app-f4c/


Cards

https://screenlane.com/post/ios/flo/

This is how I imagine the labels 
for “available now”. Maybe 
things that are not available 
now say “soon available” and 
then in the detail it says when 
they are in season? 

This type of design could be 
used for other label such as 
organic

https://screenlane.com/screens/all/vi
ews/lists/

https://dribbble.com/shots/14875467
Booking-Service-User-Interface

https://screenlane.com/post/ios/flo/
https://screenlane.com/screens/all/views/lists/
https://screenlane.com/screens/all/views/lists/
https://dribbble.com/shots/14875467-Booking-Service-User-Interface
https://dribbble.com/shots/14875467-Booking-Service-User-Interface


Cards

A sketch of how it could look 
like eventually. 

Under filters we could have: 
- Calendar for filtering 

dates (would this then 
show the spot trading 
offers? Should they be 
marked in a special way?

- Location (FOB
- Organic (eventually with 

specification depending 
on certificate)

- Price range
- Origin
- Cultivation type
- Fruit type



Filters

Filters in mobile view could be 
an icon which open up another 
screen in which filters can be 
closed, reset or applied

Example airbnb.com 
mobile view



Filters

Could also appear on the side, 
not taking up the entire screen, 
and have expandable sections

Example fahrrad.de 
mobile view



Filters

Other idea for filtering. Some 
filters can behave like buttons 
instead of check boxes when 
there are few choses (for 
example “organic”, 
“non-organic”, “all”. )



Filters

On desktop filters could 
dropdown from buttons



Filters

Or trigger a modal



Filters

They could also be on the side 
and have an accordion-like 
function



Filters

An example of what the 
individual filter components 
could look like (see more 
details under the dashboard 
wireframes)



Dashboard

We could either move just the 
user and notification to the top 
right corner or have a top only 
navigation. 

Filters could be arranged in 
different ways. 



Dashboard

Here are some examples of 
right hand menu with user and 
notification on top right corner

In mobile it could be 
condensed to a hamburger 
menu



Dashboard

Here are some examples of 
right hand menu with user and 
notification on top right corner



Dashboard

Here are some examples of 
right hand menu with user and 
notification on top right corner



Dashboard

Here are some examples of 
right hand menu with user and 
notification on top right corner



Dashboard

Here are some examples of 
right hand menu with user and 
notification on top right corner



Dashboard

Airbnb does the top navigation 
version 



Dashboard

Wireframe with top navigation 
version



Dashboard

Wireframe with side navigation 
and profile and inquiries on the 
top right.

The filter variations here are in 
reference to the examples of 
the filters in airbnb. 


